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Sounds fine.  Thank you for all your efforts.To:	Michelle Combs/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB, Douglas Horne/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	06/11/98 10:58:52 AMSubject: 	Re: 

Chapter 6Kevin and I met this morning to talk about our responsibilities for Chapter 6.  Given that there is not 

a draft to work with, we will take primary responsibility for writing sections 5 (Pro and Anti Castro Cuban 

Matters), 8 (Organized Crime),  9 (Warren Commission Staff and Critics), and 15 B (Misc. FBI).  We will also 

take primary responsibility for writing the entire story on the 23 FBI names listed in section 14.  To the extent 

that you have CIA issues to discuss in those sections, you can plan to just add them to our draft later.Unless 

Jeremy instructs us otherwise, we will not take primary responsibility for writing the other sections that 

contain FBI issues, such as sections 1 (LHO) and 4 (Sr. Agency Officials).  When you have drafted those 

sections, you should pass them along and we will add FBI issues to your draft.Since Kevin and I only learned on 

Wednesday that we would have writing (as opposed to adding/editing) responsibilities for Chapter 6, I don't 

know what an appropriate timeline is.  I assume we will coordinate the timeline in our meeting 

tomorrow.Does this make sense to you?To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	From:	Michelle 

Combs/ARRBDate:	06/11/98 07:26:06 AMSubject: 	Re: Chapter 6There isn't one.  We are starting from 

scratch on those sections.To:	Michelle Combs/ARRBcc:	Kevin Tiernan/ARRB From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   

Date:	06/10/98 07:04:01 PMSubject:	Chapter 6May I have an electronic or hard copy of your current draft of 

the introductory sections on the following chapter 6 topics, so that Kevin and I will not spend time duplicating 

work that you may have completed:I.	LHO Records	A. 	Pre-Assassination Records	E.	In Mexico 

CityIV.	Records of Senior Agency OfficialsV.	Pro and Anti-Castro Cuban MattersVIII.	Records on Organized 

CrimeIX.	Warren Commission Staff and CriticsX.	Name SearchesThanks. 
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